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Finding the Path(s) towards Profitable

E-Commerce

• After the ”dot.com” crisis of 2000, some analysts argued, that e-commerce

will only hardly become profitable. But regarding the performance of busi-
ness-to-consumer e-commerce (B2C), the current statistical analyses de-
monstrate that many B2C-companies have already achieved their turna-

round.

• The empirical analysis shows that customer conversion and retention - not
online traffic per se - are the most crucial key factors for lucrative B2C-com-
merce.

• Based on a combination of factor and cluster analyses to identify patterns of

behaviour, three strategies are obvious:

1. On one extreme, there is a ”dominant reach” posture, whereby the com
pany focuses on having the maximum reach in its segment.

2. On the other extreme, there is a ”high-value niche” posture, whereby the
company keeps the focus only on high margin products and customers.

3. In-between, there is a ”stuck-in-the-middle” posture, whereby the com

panies attempt to convert traffic into sales at low costs.

• Although both extreme postures - ”dominant reach” and ”high-value niche”
- are usually very lucrative, they are only chosen by a small number of B2C-
companies. In contrast, the ”stuck-in-the-middle” posture is very common,
but only profitable if - and only if - the B2C-company has achieved a very

high cost efficiency.

          Dr. Jacques Bughin,
Free University of Brussels

Partner, McKinsey & Company
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___________________________________________________________________

��������

After the shake-out of the years 200-2001, many business pundits have argued - and as much as

they have adored it before March 11th, 2000 -, that e-commerce may after all never become a very

profitable industry. Relying on a rich and proprietary database e.g., used  in ����	�
�����
� ������,

this paper takes a closer look at this claim, focusing on the post-entry performance of one category of

B2C e-commerce, e-tailers (e-commerce sites that sell transaction goods on-line).

The statistical analyses demonstrate that: (1) Contrary to new wisdom, close to 20% of companies

have already achieved operational break-even by mid year 2001; (2): Based on a combination of

factor and cluster analyses to identify distinct patterns of competitive behavior within e-tailing, three

strategic postures are distinguishable among e-tailers, and in rough consistency with ������������� ‘s

theory of clusters. On one extreme, a “���������	
���” posture prevails whereby the e-tailer focuses

on having the maximum reach in its segment; on the other extreme, one observes a “��������


����
” strategy whereby the e-tailer keeps a laser-focus on high margin products and/or customer

segments. In-between, the other e-tailers attempt their best to convert traffic into customers at lower

possible costs  (3): Each of the two extreme postures is  chosen by a small core of about 20% of e-

tailers, while both postures usually are the most successful in  reaching  break-even. In contrast, the

“stuck-in-the-middle” posture is only profitable provided the e-tailer has achieved strong �����
�����
���

versus average practices. (4) Independently of strategic posture taken, superior conversion and

retention capabilities of on-line traffic, �������� �	�������
	� �
, are crucial factors to ensure the post-

entry performance of e-tailers.

���	����: E-tailing, Strategic Clusters, Post entry performance.

_________________________________________________________________________________

* E-mail address: Jacques_Bughin@Mckinsey.com.
The author wants to thank Michael Zeisser, Byron Auguste, Driek Desmet, Marc Singer and
Jürgen Wunram for their support.
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More than three billions of dollars of shareholder value have evaporated from the Nasdaq, since its

March 10th, 2000 peak. Among the mostly hurt have been the e-tailers, i.e., retail companies that use

the net as a transaction medium.  Currently, their stocks just trade slightly above their book value in

the US leading many to assert that  “
���������� ������	������� “ [[#�$%��������], or [&�'$��������].

Not only the financial bubble burst, but even the most supportive of the e-commerce wave, i.e., the

Venture Capitalists, have cut their financing to e-tailers by more than two-third their 2000 investments

for the subsequent year of 2001.

Yet, on the other hand, some e-tailers have seen their stock price soar back lately by more than 100%

such as deliAs, Lastminutes.com, or 1-800-flowers.com [&'�%$����(��)*�������].   Furthermore, the

current average life of e-commerce stocks is less than 5 years worldwide [&'�+%$� � �$�� #���
*

������], - a too short duration to ascertain whether a company will or will not reach financial viability

[see e.g., ,�+�-%$�����
, ������]. Finally, and as noted by many (e.g. [�
�..����$��/������������*

or��'������+�������]*�industries tend to develop within a certain pattern, from a period of explosion to

a period of sharp consolidation/concentration that defines industry equilibrium and the set of post-

entry winners. E-commerce, - in particular e-tailing -, should be no exception, as after large entry

growth rates until May 2000, the trend has drastically reversed with many companies going bankrupt

or exiting the market place because of serious lack of profitability, and exhaustion of funding i.

In order to better gauge the industry pattern for e-tailing, this paper reports on the findings of a

statistical research conducted within the frame of the McKinsey DEL initiativeii, on the factors

amenable to e-tailing profitability. Leveraging a unique database already used in ����	�
� ��� �


������* the various analyses of this paper confirm that operating profitability can indeed be elusive for

the ��
	�
 e-tailer, which was still generating a negative operating margin of minus 28 percent of

revenue, by mid 2001. Also, the bottom 50% of currently unprofitable companies have generated very

strongly negative returns of –110%, while critical operational drivers such as visitor costs, and

conversion to on-line buying,  have not improved through times, suggesting that those companies will

soon need to exit the market. However, also, already �� ��	
� ��� ���� ��� ��
� �������
�� �����
�� ��

����
��	�������
, with margins close to off-line retailing of 20% EBIT (operating earnings before taxes)

margin [see &���+*�������].

Concerning the �	��
	��of this profitability, many causes may be found. As is well documented in the

business press, the very first reason for gloomy profitability has been that many on-line  transaction

models  simply did not make sense iii  [see ,�+�-%$*� 0*� �� 1�%$%2�3�$*� �$�� 4(%$�� ������]�The

second reason is also that companies have operated significantly under the efficiency frontier;

consider for instance the cases of Boo.com, in the UK, or US-born Living.com, who both closed after

burning more than 100 million USD on online-marketing campaigns while achieving just the industry

average visitor growth or customer conversion rates [����	�
� ��� �
� ������]. iv   Yet, more

interestingly, our analysis highlights ��	��� �
�
	�
�
��� of competitive behavior among e-tailers.

Consistent with ������� �����*������’s theory of strategic clusters, (or still with the game-theoretical

oligopoly analysis in ,%

���$��15%�+�����6�� that firms may like to have heterogenous conduct), e-

tailers in our sample seem to choose between ��	

� 
�
	��� �����	
�. On one extreme, the first

strategic posture corresponds to a “��������
�����
” strategy whereby the e-tailer sells high-margin,
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high-tickets, products to a satisfactory core of on-line visitors, while on the other extreme, the third

strategic posture is composed of e-tailers choosing a  “���������	
���” strategy whereby the e-tailer

focuses on dominating on-line visitor reach in its segment. In between, we also find a large number of

companies, which, while “stuck in the middle”, attempt to follow an  “ 
�����
�������
	����” strategy,

i.e., they simply attempt to increase the conversion of traffic to on-line buyers, at most possible low

costs.

Not surprisingly, each of those postures has achieved its own pay-offs.  While the two extreme

clusters represent only 20% of e-tailing companies, each in aggregate entails the largest proportion of

profitable firms, and especially within the “high-value niche” cluster. On the other hand, the second

cluster of “stuck-in-the-middle” companies is only profitable provided significantly lower than average

visitor and customer servicing costs. The “dominant reach” is only profitable for those companies,

which have converted this reach in a strong customer franchise. In ��� case, superior visitor

conversion capability to becoming and retaining an on-line customer is a common operational feature

of profitable sites across all strategic postures observed; hence, while many official companies such

as Jupiter/MMXI or Nielsen usually track traffic development on-line, conversion, rather than, traffic

generation �
	��
, remains a must towards profitable e-tailing commerce  [15%�+�����
*�������* and

,����$��7����*������)].

The paper reads as follows. Section 2 presents the sample used in the analysis. Section 3 reports on

cluster analysis that leads to the definition of two separate reach and niche strategies in e-tailing.

Section 4 investigates the operational drivers to post-entry performance for each cluster. Section 5

concludes.

�� ����1�,�89

The present paper leverages a unique (and quite representative) database to measure the post-entry

performance of e-tailers along the total funnel of customer attraction and retention. The rough data

clearly emphasize that a non-trivial fringe of e-tailers is already profitable, focusing more on traffic

conversion to customers and retention than traffic per se. However, the variance and skewness in the

data suggest large heterogeneity in on-line competitive behavior, which is formally tested and

confirmed by cluster analysis in the third section of this paper.

���� ����1�!�"91

One usual complaint for a complete economic analysis of on-line business models has been the lack

of very good data about Internet companies.  On one hand, public-quoted companies publish profit

and loss statements; yet nothing is known about key underlying effectiveness drivers of those

financial data, such as visitor conversion to customers, repeat visitors, etc… [see e.g. ,����$��7����

�������or�#���
��$��1%$�����������]. On the other hand, if some operational data are ever available

(say, from authoritative measurement companies such as Jupiter/ MMXI or Nielsen), they are usually

not harmonized, and most of the time only track variations in �	������ ���
���� of Internet site

performance, such as site unique visitors, page views, or time on site. But again, the foundation for

sustained economic returns in e-tailing should  be linked to customer lifetime value, which requires to
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know a lot more in terms of the dimensions of a company effectiveness, such as traffic-to-customer

conversion and customer retention for example.

In order to remedy those caveats, and based on privileged relationships with many companies,

McKinsey & Company has launched an ’���
	��	����
’ line since early year 1999, which precisely

aims to combine financial data with a full list of operational indicators which track how on-line

companies build, maintain and grow effectively their customer base and revenue stream (see ���
���

for summary indicators collected)�   The service line has started with B2C sites, and has now

extended to B2B sites.  As the system is aimed at McKinsey & Company’s clients, the individual data

and companies included in the full exercise have to be treated as confidential. However, the database

includes key industry names, such as for e-tailing, and in random, 
������� !
��
�����
"��#����

$�		����#��� in the US, or %&����
��� ���
��'����
��(
�)�*���� or *'( in Europe.   Also, it has been

claimed elsewhere [&'�+%$� �$��#���
*� ����,  and ����	�
� ��� �
� ������] that the breadth of the

survey is sufficiently large to be, if not fully representative, a very illustrative, sample of the Internet

economy. In fact, in the cumulative months of January-Sept 2000, the US e-tailing firms in the sample

were reported to generate $8.4 billion dollars of revenue, which is about one-third of total on-line sales

as reported by the National Retail Federation/Forrester Research Survey for the same period

[/���$����$��1�%

5�$*�������]

Finally, data collection has been done with extreme caution, with up-front harmonized data definition

as well as on-site data collection at each participating company, under a consistent time frame (both

monthly and quarterly since 1999). The analyses presented in this paper will be based on a sample of

about 121 Internet retailing businesses, and for simplicity, most of the Tables included in this article

will represent snapshots as of Q1/2001, i.e., for the most frequent data available in the E-performance

sample.  The sample is distributed globally across North America (45%), Europe (35%), Asia (10%),

and Latin America (10%). The e-tailers in the sample are rather young, with less than 4 years of

existence on average as of mid- year 2001. Apparels for instance have just 4.1 years, in accordance

with /���$����$��1�%

5�$�������* who show that  only 4 on the 30 companies in their sample (e.g.,

Eddie Bauer/Land’s End, LL.Bean and J.C. Penney) started operating on-line before 1997 v.

���9:���8��/����7���&�8��;

���
�� � presents some summary statistics for the sampled e-tailers, after splitting the sample

between non-profitable (���
����) and profitable sites (���
����), and where profitability is defined

as  a on-line site which has achieved positive operating profit (EBIT).

From this ���
���, it is  visible that the e-tailing sample is still under negative EBIT with average EBIT

margin of minus 28% of revenue by mid-year 2001. However, one can notice that the pool of

profitable companies in the sample is �<� �= for �<� �� for non-profitable e-tailing companies, i.e.,

23/121 =+,������������
���	
���	
�����*����	�������
.  This is on itself a remarkable number, as is

possibly larger than the success rate observed by other industries in the beginning of their life cycle

[�
�..����$��/����*������)]. Furthermore, the EBIT margin for the average profitable companies is

as high as 23 %, which compares very favorably to the 20-25% margins observed in the off-line world

for retailers, catalogues and bookstores on average [15%�+�����
*�����, or &'�+%$�����
*�����].
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The flip side is of course that non-profitable e-tailers must have very large negative operating profit

margins, i.e. they indeed culminate at minus 38% of revenue. - And even worse, while not reported in

���
�� ��, the bottom 50% of the non-profitable e-tailers in the e-performance sample reaches

negative operating margins of minus 110%. This, combined with a very low, and declining through

times, conversion of on-line visitors to customers of just above 1%, makes those bottom-ranked e-

tailers unlikely to be profitable and feeds the doubt by many pundits, including the stock market, on

the economic sustainability of the e-tailing companiesvi.

����	��������������������������������YLL�

����	������ ���
��������	����!���	

1'�:1�5.
��1%3��>��<��

0��%��
�� ,��$ 1��� �2 ,%$%5'5 ,�?%5'5

Unique Visitors* 373.71 659.11 0.33 6,572.67

Visits per visitors 2.11 0.60 1.2 2.9

Time by Visitors ** 16.04            4.02 8.20                  24.05

Customers* 7.69 11.24 0.11 61.67

Customers conversion*** 2.11

Customer churn*** 77.8 14.3               55.1                      89.1

Repeat Customer churn*** 24.3               6.5                14.3                      54.1

Transactions per customer                   0.7               0.5                 0.1                      2.1

Revenue from transactions **** 1,151.19 4,878.11 42.11 38,545.33

Revenue from others **** 23.22 116.1 0.02                   788.32

Total revenue **** 1,185. 08

Total Revenue per customer***** 154.10

Costs of good sold**** 365.01 848.01 0.00 5,951.82

Maintenance Costs**** 453.14 574.08 1.45 3,784.33

Marketing Costs**** 373.26 593.89 0.08 3,892.67

Other Costs **** 450.08 577.51 5.07 3,784.32

Total Costs**** 1,644.50

Total Costs per customer***** 213.45

Total Costs per visitor***** 4.39

Operating margin*** -38.51
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����	������
��������	����!���	

������!�	��"	�#� �$�%&

0��%��
�

���@%�A

��$:

���@%�
YLLL

,��$ 1��� �2 ,%$%5'5 ,�?%5'5

Unique Visitors* No 255.02 327.53 0.82 5,059.67

Visits per visitors No 2.95 1.12 2.32 5.12

Time by Visitors** No 10.40         10.01 2.31              31.23

Customers* No 27.34 48.63 0.11 145.67

Customers conversion***** ;�� 10.72

Customers churn*** ;�� 53.81 14.56                 36.30                    70.10

Repeat Customer churn*** ;��          17.12               3.4              11.98                   27.89

Transactions per customer No           1.0 0.5                0.4                        2.5

Revenue from Advertising**** No 0.06 0.26 0.00 1.11

Revenues from transactions**** No 2,042.23 3,647.33 12.17 13,100.00

Other Revenues **** ;�� 52.87        224.23 0.23 951.43

Total Revenues**** No 2,095.16

Total Revenue per customer***** No 76.64

Costs of good sold****        No 464.78 1,299.06 3.33 5,700.00

Maintenance costs**** No 416.02 1,120.96 2.57 4,714.00

Marketing costs**** ;�� 298.22 580.16 0.00 1,833.33

Other costs **** No 465.82 1,129.04 2.56 4,312.02

Total Costs**** No 1,614.44

Total Costs per customer ***** ;�� 59.05

Total Costs per visitor ***** ;��      6.33

Operating margin*** ;��    26.8

The first column in ���
�� �� also presents the result of a simple �����	���
 mean T-test of the

difference between profitable and non-profitable e-tailing sites. If, arguably, there seem to be not

many significant differences (i.e., 8 constructs on 21, or  just below 40%), this among others, is linked

to the weak power of the non-parametric test involved and the additional observation that the

distribution of many of the variables does not converge to a normal-like distribution (see the Min, Max

and Standard Deviation values in ���
�������$����). This may pinpoint to a large heterogeneity in

competitive and operational behaviors of e-tailing firms, - an assumption which is formally (and

successfully) tested in Section 3 of this paper.

Finally, those early tests tend to show that effective conversion/retention as well as strong cost


�����
����are all positively correlated with break-even in e-tailing, as discussed hereafter:
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����9@@���%2�$���

����������	
. The number of average unique visitors is about 315,000 per month. This is typically the

average visitors’ attraction that one observes for e-tailers in the US according to various data points

collectible from companies such as Jupiter/MMXI or Nielsen, but of course, the variance is very large,

considering at one extreme sites say,  Barnes and Nobles, which currently already attract more than 6

million visits a month.  Interestingly, while not statistically different at the mean (see ���
�� �), it

remains true that non-profitable sites tend to attract more traffic than profitable ones, i.e., traffic might

not necessarily be a sufficient condition for breaking-even. &'�+%$��$��B�%������������have looked

deeper at this issue and confirm that economies-of-scale in traffic only are rather elusive.

For closer look, 7%�'��� � plots operating margin (EBIT divided by revenue) against the monthly

unique visitors. A simple regression line based on GMM with firm-fixed effects that predicts operating

margin as a function of (log of thousand of ) visitors is also reproduced, separately for profitable and

unprofitable firmsix. In this present case, the coefficients for the slope are respectively, -0.022 (t-stat=

-0.42) and –0.128 (t-stat = -3.04) for profitable and non-profitable sites. Hence, for unprofitable firms,

more traffic is indeed significantly linked with much lower operating margin achievement, to the extent

that margin is reduced by 12,8 points of percentage when one shifts from a non-profitable site

attracting 1,000,000 visitors [i.e., log(3) in thousands] to another one attracting 100,000 visitors a

month [i.e., log(2) in thousands]. We will come back to the relationship between traffic and profitability

later on in the cluster analysis,

��������������
��. The average visits per visitors is about 2.5 for about 15 minutes per month, in line

with the market estimates such Nielsen and others. Furthermore, profitable companies have larger

number of visits per visitor than non-profitable ones (2.95 versus 2.1), yet on-line time stickiness is

lower, possibly as a symptom that a larger number of visitors at non-profitable sites are “one-off”

visitors, i.e., those who take more time surfing to experiment with the site [see 8�+�������
*�������*�or

&'�)
%$��$��1%�5�%���������]�[
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7%�'����>��$:
%$�����@@%��2��9:��%
%$��,���%$�

����>��������%�$�
%$�����%2���@��5���/,,��������%�$����.���%����.����%$��5���%$�%$�@'$��%�$

�@����@@%�*�@����+��@'

��%5��.��%��

������
�����
���������
�
���. More importantly for the economics of retailing is the ability of

e-tailers to convert visitors into customers and retain them  as an on-going concern franchise. The

pairwise T-tests show that customer conversion and retention are statistically different between

profitable and non-profitable firms. In fact, concerning conversion, the customer to visitors ratio

averages 3.5% for the full aggregate e-tailing sample, in line with other studies [&�

5�$� ��� �
*

������*�&'�+%$���$��#���
*��������or #���%��$*������)]. However, conversion rate is much higher for

profitable sites, at more than 10% versus  just above 2% for non-profitable sites, suggesting that

customer conversion may indeed be a critical effectiveness factor to reach profitability [,��� �$�

7����*�����].

Furthermore, while customer conversion is much larger for profitable sites, churn is also much lower

at profitable sites. But, let us notice that in all cases (profitable and non-profitable sites), churn is

nevertheless �
	�� ��	
, suggesting that customer conversion is one thing, customer retention is

another more crucial thing. xi
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����9@@%�%�$��

One final interesting set of figures from ���
��� relates to efficiency measures. On one hand, revenue

�
	�������
	 is not seen to be necessarily higher for profitable than for unprofitable sites. In contrast,

however, the cost �
	�������
	 is four times lower for profitable sites than witnessed by unprofitable

e-tailers. Combining those efficiency measures, this again confirms that traffic conversion to on-line

customer is an important driver for profitability, especially recognizing in ���
���  that the cost per

������	 is in fact 40% ��-
	 for non-profitable sites than profitable sites.

=�1����9/�"�"8!1�9�1

The data above clearly show that effectiveness may draw a clear discriminatory line between

profitable and non-profitable sites. However, the sample variance is very large and does not seem to

follow a classical normal-like distribution of performance, so that clearly, other elements must be

taken into account for assessing profitability. This section investigates the issue of strategic

positioning, as developed by ������������*�������or #�5��%�)*�����=��and more formally described

as a strategic answer for differentiation in�,%

���$��15%�+�����6�

=��9,����"�8�"8!1�9���/

The early view of the internet was that it will create contestable markets, and thus develop low-

concentration, cost-minimizing structure. In reality, even e-tailing may not be an efficient market

because of consumers heterogeneity in browsing experience for speed, simplicity, information needs,

etc. and still a large asymmetry in trust and information. While authors such as 15%�+�����
��������*��

have proven a large dispersion of price in e-tailing proving that e-tailing may not share the feature of a

competitive market, ��$� ��� �
� ������� also� demonstrate that e-tailing companies indeed have

developed  ����
	
���������“look and feel” strategies that lead to different strategic pricing on-line. ��

In non-contested markets,�������� ������ argues for three generic business-level strategies that will

define competitive advantages. Those are ����
	
�������� (with the aim to create brand loyalty and

price inelasticity) , ������
��
	���� (which requires high market share and large efficiency), and �����

(which aims at segments within an industry, whether a specific customer segment, a product line,

etc.).   �'���+� �$�� ,����� ������ confirm that off-line retailers tend to reproduce the generic

strategies as in the seminal work by �������������*�so we hypothesize that various strategic clusters

may also be emerging on-line.

A visualization of our sample can already distinguish at least two separate profitability paths for online

transaction retailers: one based on high revenue per visitor (but low unique visitors), and another one,

characterized by lower revenue per visitor but large visitor base C7%�'����D

In fact, the visual plot in 7%�'���� indicates that companies which generate more than 100 US dollars

annually, (or more than 8 US dollars monthly) are in all likelihood profitable, especially when they do
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��� attract more than 100,000 unique visitors a month. Since, typically, fixed costs of e-tailing

averages about 1.0 million USD of yearly expenses [����	�
� ��� �
*� ������]* this also means that

profitable sites below 100,000 visitors have achieved strong conversion capability, at least 10% of

visitors converted to cover fixed costs expenses - hence, we hypothesize that those profitable sites

should represent niches of quite strong franchise on-line (see infra).

�����	�%���'�����	���������(��)	(	��	�!	��(�����

In the same way, for sites which attract more than 100,000 unique customers, average revenue per

visitor may still be cut by two versus low visitors sites and still be profitable - this comes of course

directly from a larger potential of dilution of the average fixed costs per visitor described above.

However, the plot also means that, especially for sites which have been attracting more than one

million unique customers, it is increasingly difficult to generate profitable margin as well as to sustain

good revenue per visitor in consistency with 7%�'���� above. Those sites are typically “high reach”

sites with three times more visitors than the average, and we conjecture that they should be linked to

low-ticket items products given ceteris paribus, lower than average revenue xii.
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To formally identify strategic clusters, we first need to reduce the information contained in all “E-

performance” variables. We thus have run factor analyses in order to find the minimal number of

dimensions which may explain the maximum amount of the overall covariance of the observed

variables. Using a classical Varimax rotation methodology, and constraining the factor loading to be

above 0.5 (i.e, a traditional norm), four factors have been retained that explain more than 90% of the

data variance.  Finally, based on factor loading, the score summary of each e-tailing company has

been clustered based on their similarity, and has generated three specific K-means different clusters,

in consistency with 7%�'�������$���� above.

==��7�������$�
��%�

The factor analysis is reproduced in ���
���. For interpretability, all cost items correlations are with

respect to the inverse of the cost item, so that a �������
�����������������	������
�����
���.

The first factor correlates strongly with all conversion and retention attributes. As such, this factor

corresponds to the conversion effectiveness capability of an e-tailer. The second factor corresponds

to the dimension of revenue maximization, given how the factor correlates ��	����������������
�� to

high revenue per customer or per transaction. Clearly, this factor replicates one dimension of 7%�'����

above and should be correlated with stronger profitability (see infra).  The third factor is  the reflection

of the attraction “focus” of the e-tailer, as the factor correlates positively with visitors and reach (reach

bring as visitor reach at product segment level).Finally, the last factor correlates with low marketing as

well as maintenance cost per visitor (as well as customer). This matches the dimension of “cost

leadership”.

==��"
'����%$�

���
�� = reports the K-means cluster analysis as per 1rst quarter of 2001.  It emphasizes three

��	��
�� clusters around the four factorial dimensions above, with the ANOVA results for difference in

the mean of each factor dimension, being largely significant across the three clusters found (all have

p-values below the threshold, 1/1000) xiii. The clusters are also very stable through times, and present

a good balance of two strong extreme clusters (which are composed of about 20% each of the

companies in the E-performance sample) and one large group of companies  which is like “stuck in

the middle”.

On one extreme, the first of the smallest clusters ( ����
	�+ in ���
��=)  is comprised of e-tailers with

a special focus on revenue maximization, and still strong conversion capability, but which are not

especially concerned with high traffic. This cluster matches the cluster of companies with very small

traffic in 7%�'����� It is thus called the “.�������
�����
” strategy cluster as it is concerned with a

small franchise base for high-ticket selling items only; in fact, more than 45% of our on-line groceries

and apparel sites (versus an a priori uniform norm of 20%) are located in this segment together with

some luxury goods e-tailing companies.
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On the other extreme of the spectrum,  ����
	� % with a total of 20% of the sampled e-tailers,

encompasses all companies which are quite focused on traffic building. This cluster is mostly

composed of e-tailers which on average sell low-ticket items (34% of movie/books/CDs companies

are located in this segments), but as well, some higher-ticket goods and services (45% of travel sites

found in this cluster). We call this cluster, the “�������� 	
���” strategy cluster, as companies are

mostly concerned with establishing large traffic reach.

Finally, in between, we find  ����
	� ��which is comprised of all other “����/������
������
”e-tailing

companies. In general, those companies tend to have slightly better than average cost efficiency, but

do not seem particularly effective in generating strong reach, revenue, or even, conversion

capabilities.

����	�%#��������*������

������������������������������������������������������������%�������������������������������&��������������������������+

����
�����������������E"�$2���%�$�F����E��2�$'��"�.��%
%��F���E���@@%��7��'�F�������E"����
������+%.F

���
�����

Customers        ����6� �������-0.04480 0.18172 -0.12673

Transactions        �����6 �������-0.10984 0.12553 -0.14602

Repeat visitors        ���=GH �������-0.10924 0.12283   0.21965

Repeat customers    ������ �������-0.12103 0.04937   0.12032

Repeat customer 

conversion        ����H� ���������0.19319 -0.19824 -0.17432

Revenue per trans. -0.11427 ���G�H 0.09481 0.17894

Revenue per cust -0.06899 ����6� 0.00484 -0.12567

Unique visitors 0.25385 -0.13093 ��H=�H 0.14691

Visitor percent reach -0.13864 -0.16703 �G�=G� :0.22912

Marketing cost

per visitor* –0.31781 0.34612 0,15742 �6�H��

Cust mktg cost* -0.11577 -0.32850 0.09079 �GH���

Maintenance cost

per visitor* -0.17650 -0.13451 0.11405 �����6

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Eigenvalues 4.3945143 2.9994544 2.7690465 2.046329

�����>��$
���%5�$�%�$��	%�+�
���%$������2�����@������
������$��@�������+�	$�"����
��%�$

�+�	$�@��������J'����������

K��"����
��%�$���+�	$�����	%�+��+��%$2������@��+���������$���'��
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===�"
'�����L�����@%���%
%��

What are the pay-offs for each of the strategic posture identified by the cluster analysis? To this end*

���
��= also illustrates the average profitability achieved -����� each of the clusters as well as the

�	���	�����of companies that have reached break-even by the first quarter of   2001.

����	�&#���������������	���	��	�

����	��� �����	��% ����	��&

“Conversion Capability”  0.47  -0.21 0.10

“Revenue Maximisation”  1.65 -0.66 0.15

“Traffic Focus” -0.44  0.11 1,05

“Cost Focus” -0.23  1.12 0,04

"
'������%3� ��M 6�M ��M

Proportion of profitable companies

Within Cluster*: 41% 15% 18%

In total of companies: 38% 47% 15%

Average operating margin -6.7%* -23.7%* -60.3%*

Of which:

Profitable Operating margin 27.3% 18,9% 24,2%

Non profitable operating margin 18.9%** -32.3%** -74.5%**

�����>�7%�'�����������$������J'�����*�����

K>��:�������@��
'������'55%���%$��
��%��.��@%���%
%���5���
������

�����%��%��

���%�$%@%��$�

KK>�1�%����	+�%���5��$��:���������'$�J'�
�2��%�$��������

�����%��%��

���%@@���$�

Furthermore, ���
�� H reports the mean of some operational features between non-profitable and

profitable companies �
	�
���������
	#� xiv

By far, the “high-value niche” provides the best average operating margin performance with an EBIT

which is only negative at 7 points of margin. The “reach” posture has achieved a quite negative EBIT,

in line with 7%�'���� above.

Interestingly, the major driver of this average difference among clusters lies mostly in the �	���	���� of

firms that have already been able to reach break-even, (and is confirmed through a simple logit model

that predicts profitability in function of each cluster dummy. See Table A.2 in appendix); in fact, ��
�

the fact that they have achieved break-even, e-tailing margins converge to 20% of EBIT for all

clusters, but the percentage of profitable firms is significantly higher for the “high-value niche”.

Looking finally at the results of an analysis of the features that separate profitable from non-profitable

e-tailers within in each separate cluster,  ���
��H confirms the existence of three major  idiosyncratic

paths towards profitability, one for each cluster:
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����	�+#�
��������	������������	����	��������	�

����	��� ����	��% ����	��&

Unique Visitors* 17.235 218.640 758.921

Time by visitors** 40.35 16.18 22.71

Customer conversion*** 13.19 5.23 8.37

Transactions per customer  1.42 1.10 1.16

Revenue per transaction**** 182.12 75.00 79.15

Customers churn*** 53.21 53.46 58.92

Visitor marketing costs**** 4.82 1.34 0.17

Customer maintenance costs**** 27.26 18.21 25.00

Note: Data are averaged out for the three months of 1st quarter 2001. All data are monthly except churn which is

quarterly. All dimensions in table 4 are statistically significant drivers of profitability per cluster.

* in thousands; ** hours; *** percentage; **** in US dollars

����� ��� ����

��������� �� ����� ����
!� ���
� �����
�"#� ���
�� H shows that compared to non-

profitable sites, profitable e-tailers adopting a “high value niche” have typically invested quite high

costs of marketing at 5 Euro per monthly visitor, mostly as a result of spreading marketing cots around

a relatively small visitor base (about 25,000 unique monthly visitors).  However, this high-cost strategy

is matched with significant high revenue flows as the profitable “high-value niche” e-tailers manage to

extract significant revenue per customer (more than 180 USD dollars per transaction and 1.4

transaction per month per each customer acquired) while also have achieved strong practice of

conversion and retention, at average of 13% of their visitors and of 47% of quarterly customers

respectively.

Since the conditions above for a profitable “niche” requires significant revenue per transaction and

enough buying frequency, groceries (food and beverage) and general apparel, may seem the only

categories generating annual spending likely to allow a business to generate 150 USD in gross

margin per visitor, and ��/��� ������������������
����������
	�����	��
�. While other categories are

unlikely to support profitable “niche strategies” on a stand-alone basis, they might nevertheless

sustain profitable companies, if those manage to aggregate many products to attain a critical share of

consumer wallet, or still manage to target to specific consumer segments whose annual spending in a

category is significantly higher than that of the average population. A case example here can be the

pet shop 0���)������ [&'�%$����(��)*�����] which has specialized in hard to-find, 30% something

margin products, including vitamins and high-end dog foods, and is now profitable with $5 million
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sales [compare to revenue achieved by profitable e-tailers in our niche posture] versus the now-shut

down !
��#���, which has tried an universal, low margin on-line reach strategy delivery [see below].

����� $�� ����

���� ������ �� ������� �
���� �����
�"� As !
��#��� has witnessed versus

0���)�����, the economics of a “dominant reach” strategy are rather the opposite of the ones of a

high-value niche” strategy in the dimensions of traffic attraction and revenue generation.  Hence, the

subset of e-tailers which manage to be profitable in the “dominant reach” posture have attracted a

large number of visitors (more than 750,000 unique monthly visitors), which is however needed to

compensate for the more limited revenue (typically 80 USD per transaction).

In consistency, however, with the profitable “high-value niche” companies, the profitable companies in

this strategic posture also have achieved quite strong conversion of their traffic, at  more than 8%

rate, but also have spread costs enough for marketing costs to be a few cents only.

����� %�� ����

���� �� ��
������
� �
��
��  Then remain all the “stuck in the middle” e-tailing

companies. While in all likelihood struggling to establish a stable franchise or to develop a very large

on-line basis of visitors, a set of companies have managed to reach profitability. Those  focus

especially on compensating for lack of reach (220,000 monthly visitors) or high-value positioning

(lower revenue per transaction and lower transaction per customer than other profitable companies in

other clusters) by being relatively cost-efficient; visitor acquisition cost is only 17 cents, or less than 5

times the average of the total E-performance sample, while customer maintenance costs are also less

than 20 USD dollar per customer.

In general, the three paths share the common feature, they all share above average retention and

conversion capability.

��"��"8!1���1

Relying on a unique and arguably representative sample of transaction e-commerce companies, this

paper has taken a closer look at whether and how companies could be profitable on-line. Our analysis

clearly has demonstrated that a non-trivial set of winners are emerging, which combine both strong

operational excellence as well as fine-tuned to about 3 generic strategic postures.

The paper also proves that customer conversion and retention are critical effectiveness factors to

reach profitable economics, but not traffic per se, on transactional e-commerce.

In subsequent research, we intend to extend the analysis to content sites, while refining the E-

performance database on critical drivers of effectiveness dimensions, such as conversion and

retention capabilities. The distinction between “dot.coms’ and “dot.corps” will also be exploited.
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This appendix lays out the supporting statistical analyses referred to in the main body of the paper.

���
����>�9&���2���'���$:
%$�����@@%��/,,��������%�$

���@%���
���%��� ��$:���@%���
���%���

Fime-effects Yes Yes

Time-effects Yes Yes

Dot.corp dummy** 0.104* 0.026*

(2.46) (3.66)

Log of monthly visitors -0.022 -0.128*

in thousands: (-0.42) (-3.04)

EBIT-1 0.86* 0.92*

(3.66) (6.47)

N (0,1) 0.26 0.64

Pseudo –R² 0.72 0.61

•  Estimation based on first-differencing fixed effects, and after instrumenting EBIT-1 with

lagged variable t-2; monthly visitors and geographic dummies (Asia, US, Europe)

•  N (0,1) is a Normal test for second-order serial correlation, and is statistically non significant.

•  ������������� �	�
�������� ����	�����	�����	����� � ������ ����������������������� ��� ����

tailer is a “dot.corp” company (pure “dot.com” otherwise).
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���
����>�&���):�2�$�
��%���������%�$

"
'������$��%$������%�$�	%�+
��� "
'������$
� ��.����%�$�
�2��%��
��
Cluster 1 0.36 0.20
dummy (45.12) (16.33)

Cluster 1 times above revenue 0.24
per transaction (16.56)

Cluster 1 times above transaction 0.06
per customer (6.17)

Cluster 1 times 0.12*
below marketing costs (1.31)

Cluster 1 times 0.17
above customer conversion (53.22)

Cluster 1 times 0.09
above time by visitors (14.12)

Cluster 2 0.12 0.07
dummy (7.12) (6.91)

Cluster 2 times above revenue -0.02*
per transaction (1.06)

Cluster 2 times above transaction 0.31
per customer (17.14)

Cluster 2 times 0.12*
below marketing costs (1.31)

Cluster 2 times 0.14
above customer conversion (12.67)

Cluster 2 times -0.06*
above time by visitors (-1.72)

Cluster 3 0.20 0.16
dummy (14.36) (16.26)

Cluster 3 times above revenue 0.09
per transaction (14.12)

Cluster 3 times above transaction 0.04*
per customer (0.62)

Cluster 3 times 0.06
below marketing costs (2.21)

Cluster 3 times 0.26

above customer conversion (19.42)

Cluster 3 times 0.03
above time by visitors (3.22)

Likelihood ratio (chi-square) 1,246 2,843
Score (chi-square) 1,422 2,712
Wald (chi-square) 503 1,624

Percent concordant predicted and observed66,3 84.2

•  Estimation based on Fischer scoring with logit function (1= profitable; 0=non-profitable).
Convergence criteria satisfied for all equations. Coefficient in brackets are Chi-square values.

•  ����	��	������	�����	����� �������
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i Internet bankruptcies more than doubled between 2000 to 2001, according to Webmergers

(www.webmergers.com).  The year-end survey  published by Dec. 2001 declared that more than  530

Internet companies shut down or declared bankruptcy in 2001, more than twice the 225 that shuttered

operations in 2000. Interestingly, although the data would suggest a major winnowing of internet

companies, Webmergers argues otherwise. By the company’s own estimates, between 6,000 Internet

companies received some sort of "formal" funding during the same two-year period, so in total, only

15 % shut down in last two years.  This may mean that the consolidation is not necessarily finished

yet, as historically, the empirical findings converge to a threshold of 35% of firms remaining after

shake-out and consolidation  [see e.g., �'������+�������, or �
�..����$��,%

���������]

ii   DEL, for “Digital Economy Lab”  is an initiative launched by McKinsey & Company in 2001 and

which analyses possible winning strategies in the New Economy. Some of its research findings have

appeared in various issues of the McKinsey Quarterly, Harvard Business Review or Electronic

Markets.

iii  Consider the illustrative example of “hotsauce.com”, a retail start-up. Their business plan seeks to

generate $500,000 in sales in its first year. If the company realized average transaction value of $25,

it would need to close 20,000 transactions to generate its target $500,000 in revenue. With a

customer to visitor ratio of 1%, hotsauce.com would need to attract two million visitors to reach its

first-year revenue goal. If hotsauce.com relied solely on banner advertising with a click-through rate of

0.5%, hotsauce.com need to purchase 400 million impressions to net two million visitors. At an

average cost of $0.01 per banner ad ($10 cpm), it could cost $4 million to generate sales of$500,000.

This does not include expenses for things like site development, maintenance and the cost of goods

sold.  While the example is oversimplified, the point is clear: online retailing does not make sense in

certain markets.

iv �&'�+%$��$��B�%������������report that marketing effectiveness is indeed very poor in B2C, even

for virtual communities which should have exploited the viral aspect of marketing spent. They report

large univariate diseconomies-of-scale for marketing spent with respect to visitor traffic and revenue

generation.

v Incidentally, there are all companies who did also launch catalog operations before on-line.

vi &'�+%$������� uses Monte-Carlo techniques to better grasp the distribution of survival profitability of

e-commerce companies. Concerning e-tailers, a company with less than 1.5% conversion ratio has

virtually a zero probability of reaching break-even.

viiAll data are monthly, averaged out over the three months of the first quarter 2001, except for

customer churn, which is quarterly. Customer conversion as well as revenues and costs per

customer/visitor are computed at the sample mean.*:  In thousands; ** hours;  ***  Percentage;  ****

In thousands of USD dollars; *****: In USD dollars.

viii  Satterwhaite  pairwise t-test. Yes (No) means that the difference between profitable and non-

profitable sites is (not) significant at 5% risk level.
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ix The semi-log form is the one that maximizes the univariate fit. This has also been statistically

checked through former Box-Cox tests. ���
���� in appendix presents the full tests.

x   We also have collected page views for the companies in our sample—this tends to be about 8 per

visit for profitable sites and only 4 for non-profitable sites.

xi Assume for once that marketing costs are constant per unique targeted customer. Since, on

average, marketing costs per customer represents 20% of revenue, a repeat customer with at least

twice more transactions than a one-off customer will at least generate 10 points of percentage more

of operating margin, outside any other saving from diluting  per-customer fixed costs.

xii The fixed-effects GMM estimate of the regression slope that predicts revenue per visitor in function

of traffic is –82 with an absolute  T-test value of 2.61 (for GMM application to economics see ���

�$�

�$��&�$��������). The regression is of the semi-log form to maximize best fit.

xiii  The F-tests are for illustrative purposes only –see references in ��$�����
�������

xiv  Except for unique visitors, most of the variables are significant predictors of break-even within each

cluster. This has been checked using a battery of tests, from the simple equal mean T-test, to logit

analysis to predict break-even (see ���
�� �� in appendix). Also, a non parametric discriminant

analysis on the variables laid out in Table 4 classifies all profitable companies accurately, and only

6% of non-profitable companies were misclassified as profitable for the total E-performance sample.
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